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Abstract: Knowledge graphs (KGs) are widely used in the education domain to offer learners a
semantic representation of domain concepts from educational content and their relations, termed as
educational knowledge graphs (EduKGs). Previous studies on EduKGs have incorporated concept
extraction and weighting modules. However, these studies face limitations in terms of accuracy
and performance. To address these challenges, this work aims to improve the concept extraction
and weighting mechanisms by leveraging state-of-the-art word and sentence embedding techniques.
Concretely, we enhance the SIFRank keyphrase extraction method by using SqueezeBERT and
we propose a concept-weighting strategy based on SBERT. Furthermore, we conduct extensive
experiments on different datasets, demonstrating significant improvements over several state-of-the-
art keyphrase extraction and concept-weighting techniques.

Keywords: technology-enhanced learning; massive open online courses; educational knowledge
graphs; course knowledge graphs; natural language processing

1. Introduction

In recent years, knowledge graphs (KGs), as forms of structured human knowledge,
have garnered considerable research attention from both academia and industry [1,2]. A
KG, wherein nodes represent entities and edges depict relationships between entities, serves
as an integrated information repository that interlinks heterogeneous data from diverse
domains [3,4]. KGs have demonstrated robust capability to provide more efficient services
in a vast number of application domains, such as recommender systems (Netflix [5]), search
engines (Microsoft’s Satori and Google’s Knowledge Graph [1]), personal assistant apps
(Apple’s Siri [6]), and question answering (e.g., IBM’s Watson [7], Wolfram Alpha [8]), and
many more [9]. However, these generic KGs typically do not offer substantial support for
many domain-specific applications because they require deep domain information and
knowledge [3]. Learning and education is one of such domains. In this research, we focus on
the application of KG in the educational domain, referred to as the educational knowledge
graph (EduKG). Related to EduKGs are concept maps [3] and concept graphs [10], which
are often used in technology-enhanced learning (TEL) systems. These systems, such as
massive open online courses (MOOCs) and learning management systems (LMSs), are
instrumental in extracting concepts from learning materials and visualizing them to learners
in order to help them judge the vital parts of the learning materials [11].

A well-constructed EduKG has many benefits. It can assist learners in easily under-
standing facts and connecting different concepts, and is pivotal in accurately modeling the
knowledge state of learners. Moreover, it can contribute facilitate the provision of more
accurate and personalized recommendations of related concepts to be mastered or rele-
vant learning resources to bridge the understanding gap. Previous works on constructing
EduKGs typically relied on domain experts to build the KG manually, a process that is
time-consuming and costly [12]. Furthermore, the enormous increase in educational data
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on TEL platforms necessitates an automatic approach to building EduKGs. Automatic
construction of an EduKG is, however, a difficult problem, and brings new challenges,
such as accuracy and performance, which require addressing for the effective assembly
of EduKGs. To this end, in this paper, we focus on the task of automatically constructing
an EduKG in a MOOC platform, taking into consideration the accuracy and performance
aspects. The proposed approach can be easily extended to any other TEL platform.

The primary goal of this research is to investigate the potential of using word/sentence
embedding techniques to effectively and efficiently construct an EduKG. This research aims
to answer the following research question (RQ): How can we leverage knowledge bases and
word/sentence embedding techniques to automatically construct an EduKG based on the concepts
extracted from learning materials? To address the accuracy and performance challenges, we
propose a pipeline for the automatic, unsupervised construction of EduKGs, relying on
state-of-the-art word and sentence embedding techniques. To this end, our methodology
effectively combines several methods. These include an unsupervised embedding-based
method that extracts keyphrases from the learning materials, a concept identification
method that identifies concepts from the keyphrases, a concept expansion method that
provides more context to the learners by introducing them to new concepts, a concept-
weighting approach that ranks the concepts according to their relevance to the learning
materials, and the visualization of the concepts and relationships within an EduKG.

Through this research, we make the following contributions: (1) we adopt and adapt
state-of-the-art word/sentence embedding techniques to automatically construct an EduKG,
(2) we enhance the SIFRank keyphrase extraction method proposed in [13] by adopting
SqueezeBERT [14], a transformer model for word embedding, (3) we propose an embedding-
based concept-weighting strategy using the sentence embedding technique SBERT [15], and
(4) we conduct empirical studies on different datasets, demonstrating the effectiveness of
the SqueezeBERT-enhanced SIFRank keyphrase extraction method as well as the efficiency
of SBERT-based concept-weighting strategy against several baselines.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the theoretical back-
ground of this research and discusses related work. Section 3 introduces our MOOC
platform, CourseMapper. Section 4 describes our proposed methodology for the automatic
construction of EduKGs. Section 5 demonstrates the experimental evaluation and results.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and highlights future research directions.

2. Background and Related Work
2.1. Educational Knowledge Graphs

EduKGs are used for various educational purposes, e.g., to support learning and sci-
entific discovery [3], predict prerequisite dependencies among courses in MOOCs [10,16],
provide computer-aided education [17], support scientific resource retrieval [18], and rec-
ommend learning resources [19], learning paths, knowledge levels [20], and curricula [21].
A variant of EduKG, the course knowledge graph (CKG), integrates scattered courses
with knowledge points, and fully reflects the relationship between courses and knowledge
points [22,23]. These CKGs are also being widely used to improve learning outcomes, solve
problems in traditional teaching, and enhance the possibility of effective learning [23]. More-
over, CKGs are being used as the basis for an intelligent question–answering system for
high school courses [24] and course recommendations based on student information [25].

In general, an EduKG is a heterogeneous graph, where nodes denote entities, and
edges represent relations between entities. These entities and edges can model different
aspects in TEL environments. For instance, these EduKGs usually comprise various enti-
ties, namely course concepts or knowledge points [3,26–32], courses [26,29,30,32], course
groups [26], course instructors or lecturers [26,32], universities [26,32], websites [26], learn-
ing platforms [32], wiki explanations of concepts [27], course sections [28], questions [28],
keywords [33], and categories [28,33]. In general, it can be concluded that concepts or
knowledge points are the basic building blocks of every EduKG and, hence, must be
extracted accurately and efficiently.
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Previously, EduKGs were manually constructed by course experts. However, due
to the limitations of this manual approach in terms of time and effort, different works in
recent years have addressed the problem of automatically generating EduKGs by employ-
ing machine learning (ML) and natural language processing (NLP) techniques. Various
methods have been introduced by researchers depending on the requirements and tasks
to be achieved. The most essential task in the construction of EduKGs is entity extrac-
tion. This task has been achieved based on a variety of ML and NLP-based methods and
will be discussed in detail in Section 2.2. Another important task in the construction of
EduKGs is relation extraction, which involves connecting different entities in the EduKG.
These relationships are mainly sequential or semantic relationships and are found using
DBpedia spotlight [25], rule processing, KNN [26], probabilistic association rule mining [3],
binary classification on models trained with labeled datasets [34], binary classification on
trained models using feedforward neural networks [35], prompt-tuning with synergistic
optimization [36], cosine similarity [27,29], PMI, normalized google distance [31], semantic
role labeling [37], prerequisite relation calculations based on the preliminary knowledge
tags of the courses [20], and rule-based relation extraction [38]. Another widely adopted
task in the construction of EduKGs is entity linking with an external knowledge base,
mainly Wikipedia [25,27,28,32,33,39]. This is achieved using Wikipedia API or different
entity-linking services, such as DBpedia Spotlight [25,39] and Babelfy [39]. Some of the
research studies have also focused on concept expansion for the semantic enrichment
with new related concepts, for example, using Wikipedia categories [25,33,39] or the Baidu
Encyclopedia [31]. Furthermore, some of the studies have also incorporated concept-
weighting strategies to rank the identified concepts based on their weights. The weighting
strategy used in most of the studies is term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-
IDF) [25,26,37,39].

Most related works primarily focus on a subset of the tasks mentioned above. Only [25]
adopted a more complete set of steps, including concept linking, expansion, and weighting.
Unlike the EduKG construction pipeline in [25], we perform keyphrase extraction before the
concept linking step. This step is introduced to the pipeline to achieve better efficiency and
performance by annotating only the extracted keyphrases with the entity-linking service
rather than sending the whole text of the learning material for annotation. Furthermore,
in the concept-weighting step, we use word embedding techniques instead of TF-IDF.
Although efficient, TF-IDF-based concept-weighting methods are usually imprecise because
they do not consider the semantic relatedness between concepts.

2.2. Automatic Concept Extraction

Concepts represent the core part of any EduKG. Thus, concept extraction is an es-
sential step in the construction of EduKGs. To obtain concept-level knowledge, manual
indexing of learning materials or textbooks is challenging, time-consuming, and prone to
errors [40]. There has been increased research on automatic concept extraction from learn-
ing materials, mainly through direct entity linking of the materials to external knowledge
bases, or by performing keyphrase extraction on the text of the learning materials.

Several research studies have used direct entity linking via named entity recogni-
tion (NER) [38,41,42] and entity-linking services [25,26,28,32,33,39,41,43]. It is a common
practice to use entity linking to identify concepts from the text. However, applying entity
linking to learning materials with a large amount of text is not efficient, as this step requires
sending multiple requests to an entity-linking service. To overcome this issue, few works
have focused on first extracting keyphrases from the text and then using these keyphrases
to identify concepts. These works have employed various machine learning methods, such
as rule-based learning [44], supervised learning [40], unsupervised learning [37], and deep
neural networks [3,31].

In our work, we apply keyphrase extraction as a pre-step to entity linking from
Wikipedia. Our aim is to filter the list of concept candidates, thus making the automatic
concept extraction more efficient. We focus on unsupervised methods for keyphrase
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extraction, as the supervised methods need models trained on the domain-specific corpus
to detect concepts, requiring a significant amount of training data, which are not available
in our context. We adopt, enhance, and compare a state-of-the-art word embedding-based
keyphrase extraction approach with several baselines. To the best of our knowledge, it is the
first work applying word embedding-based keyphrase extraction methods for educational
concept extraction. Other works used word embeddings to construct an EduKG but for a
purpose other than automatic concept extraction [20,27].

3. EduKG in CourseMapper

Our main goal is to automatically construct an EduKG for the learning material in
CourseMapper. CourseMapper is a MOOC platform that we developed to help learners ef-
fectively create and manage courses, collaborate with each other, and interact with learning
materials using shared annotations [45]. Generally, an EduKG on top of a MOOC platform
is a heterogeneous information network consisting of different entities and relationships
between them. Concepts represent important entities to be modeled in any EduKG in
order to provide an overview of the main concepts in the learning materials, help learners
be aware of what is to be learned, and draw their attention to the most crucial concepts.
Consequently, this facilitates the learners’ achievement and creates a positive perception
of the materials [46]. In addition to concepts, the EduKG normally contains other entities,
such as learners, teachers, courses, and videos, as well as the relationships among those
entities. Figure 1 shows a part of the network schema of our EduKG in CourseMapper with
different entity types and the semantic links between them. This part of the EduKG consists
of five types of entities, namely the user, learning material (slides or video), concept, related
concept, and category, as well as the relationships between these entities.

Figure 1. Network schema representing the EduKG entities and the relationships between them.

With every learning material (slides in our example), learners are provided with a
“Did Not Understand (DNU)” button, which they can click to view the concepts extracted
from the current slide (see Figure 2). Then, they can click to select the concrete concepts that
they do not understand from that slide. This information is used to model the relationships
“Understand” (U) and “Did-Not-Understand” (DNU) between learners and concepts in
the EduKG. This can provide an effective way to model the learner’s knowledge state,
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which can be used to provide personalized recommendations of prerequisite concepts to
be mastered, as well as relevant related external learning resources that can help learners
understand the concepts on the slide. The concepts extracted from the learning materials
are expanded based on related concepts and categories in Wikipedia (see Figure 1). In
the next section, we will discuss our proposed approach for the automatic extraction of
concepts in the EduKG.

Figure 2. CourseMapper’s user interface, showing the DNU button.

4. Methodology

Regarding the development of the KG for learning materials, the following essential
factors must be considered: The KG aims to highlight the relevant concepts inside the
learning materials, as well as allow learners to discover new concepts that are not necessarily
mentioned in the learning materials. This section describes the pipeline we used for the
automatic extraction of concepts to build the EduKG in CourseMapper (see Figure 3); we
specifically focus on the keyphrase extraction and concept-weighting modules, which are
the core contributions of this paper. Note that, although we are building an EduKG in
a MOOC platform, all the components of our pipeline can be replicated for any other
TEL environment.

Figure 3. Pipeline for the automatic construction of an EduKG.
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4.1. Text Extraction

The first step in the construction of our EduKG is text extraction from PDF learning
materials in CourseMapper. Extracting text effectively and accurately from the PDF is one
of the most challenging tasks in text mining because of the variation in text styles and
formats. Usually, the extraction method lacks awareness of the layout of the PDF file. To
solve this problem, the layout aspect of the PDF file has to be taken into consideration to
make sure that words in the same box are accurately extracted. We used a simple form of the
method proposed in [47], a layout-aware PDF text extraction. The method consists of three
steps: (1) detecting contiguous text blocks, (2) classifying text blocks into categories using
a rule-based method, and (3) stitching classified text blocks together in the correct order.
For the first step, contiguous text blocks are detected from the PDF using an open-source
tool PDFMiner [48]. With PDFMiner, information about characters and their positions in
the PDF file is obtained. Then as in step (3) of the mentioned approach [47], based on the
proximity of their coordinates, characters are grouped into lines and blocks of text.

4.2. Keyphrase Extraction

We applied keyphrase extraction as a pre-step to entity linking from Wikipedia. This
step is motivated by the need to avoid sending learning materials with large amounts
of text to an entity-linking service, thus it improves the efficiency of the next step in the
pipeline, i.e., concept identification (see Section 4.3). The keyphrase extraction step is built
on the basis of SIFRank [13], a state-of-the-art unsupervised keyphrase extraction method
that is based on a pre-trained language model. The first step in the SIFRank process is text
preprocessing. Tokenization is performed on the text using the CoreNLP library. Then,
part-of-speech (POS) tagging is applied to the generated tokens using the same library.
Lastly, embeddings of these POS-tagged tokens are generated using embedding techniques.
The authors in [13] created word embeddings of the tokens with ELMo [49], and sentence
embeddings with sentence inverse frequency (SIF) [50]. According to the authors in [13],
SIFRank achieved the best performance in keyphrase extraction for short documents. For
long documents, the authors extended SIFRank to SIFRankplus, which uses position-biased
weight to improve its performance in long documents.

We adopted the SIFRank keyphrase extraction process with some modifications to
achieve better results, based on our experiments. Firstly, we performed tokenization on
the text. Then, we applied POS tagging on the generated tokens. Lastly, we generated
embeddings of these POS-tagged tokens using the SIFRank and SIFRankplus embedding
techniques for short and long documents, respectively. Recognizing the performance of
state-of-the-art transformer-based pre-trained language models, we replaced ELMo with the
pre-trained SqueezeBERT [14] as a word embedding method in SIFRank and SIFRankplus.
The decision to use SqueezeBERT is motivated by its lightweight transformer architecture
with higher information flow between the layers; moreover, it is faster than the BERT
model [14]. We conducted extensive experiments using the SIFRank/SIFRankplus with
ELMo-based and SIFRank/SIFRankplus with SqueezeBERT-based pre-trained models and
compared them with different statistical, graph-based, and embedding-based keyphrase
extraction methods in terms of accuracy (see Section 5.1). The results show that while our
proposed SIFRank/SIFRankplus with SqueezeBERT methods outperformed other baseline
models, the accuracy of the keyphrase extraction task was relatively low with an F1-score
of 40.38% in the best case.

4.3. Concept Identification

The keyphrases obtained in the previous step are used as input for the concept iden-
tification step. Identifying concepts from the keyphrases requires the use of external
knowledge bases. Similar to [25], we use DBpedia Spotlight [51] to link keyphrases to
concepts in DBpedia. DBpedia Spotlight is a powerful entity-linking tool that can quickly
and efficiently identify meaningful substrings (or annotations) in a text and link them
to related DBpedia concepts. DBpedia Spotlight is used for automatically annotating
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mentions of DBpedia resources in text, based on three steps: (1) spotting, i.e., applying a
string-matching algorithm based on the DBpedia lexicon to identify any mention in the
text matching a DBpedia resource, with priority given to the longest case-insensitive match;
(2) candidate selection, i.e., selecting candidate DBpedia resources for each spotted mention
to narrow down the space of disambiguation possibilities; and (3) disambiguation, i.e.,
finding the best candidate DBpedia resource for the spotted mention using contextual
information. We use the DBpedia Spotlight web service, which supplies endpoints for
spotting, disambiguation, and annotation by keeping the support parameter set to 5 and the
confidence parameter to 0.35, as used by [39]. We also use the contextual score assigned by
DBpedia Spotlight to a candidate DBpedia resource using its contextual information [51].

Concepts can, however, wrongly be identified when using DBpedia Spotlight or
any other entity-linking services. Manrique et al. [25] refer to this problem as incorrect
annotation, i.e., “the concepts are mistakenly linked”. Since this is an automatic process
and, thus, the identified concepts are not manually evaluated, we use a weighting strategy
that looks at the semantic similarities of the identified concepts to the learning materials.
This weighting strategy is discussed in detail in Section 4.5.

4.4. Concept Expansion

To enrich the EduKG, we apply an expansion step to the identified concepts. Con-
sidering that the keyphrase extraction step does not produce results with high accuracy
(see Section 4.2) and, consequently, the concept identification step does not determine all
concepts relevant to the learning materials, we expand the EduKG with additional concepts.
These additional concepts can improve the coverage and diversity of the identified concepts,
enhance the structure of the EduKG, help further develop the learners’ knowledge, and
promote concept exploration and discovery. Expanded concepts can also be important
to reinforce the main topic of the learning material if they are not present in the learning
material [52]. The expansion is performed while considering the semantic relationships
of the concepts in the knowledge base. We adopt the two types of expansion, namely
category-based expansion and property-based expansion, as proposed in [25]. We refer to
property-based expansion as a related concept expansion in this work.

4.4.1. Category-Based Expansion

The EduKG is enriched with the categories of the identified concepts. For example, for
the concept of “Natural language processing”, the categories “Category:Computational
linguistics” and “Category:Artificial intelligence” are added to the EduKG. These added
categories provide hierarchical information about the concepts and allow users to discover
more broad concepts. SPARQL queries retrieving the categories (through the ontology
property dct:subject) of the concepts are executed against the public SPARQL endpoint
of DBpedia.

4.4.2. Related Concept Expansion

The EduKG is enriched with the related concepts of the identified concepts. For
example, for the concept of “Natural language processing”, the related concept of “Natural
language understanding” is added to the graph. The related concepts are extracted using
SPARQL and the ontology property dbo:wikiPageWikiLink. To determine the existence of
a path between the two concepts, SPARQL queries are executed against the public SPARQL
endpoint of DBpedia to retrieve the property paths between the two concepts. An edge is
created between the two nodes if a property path is found.

4.5. Concept Weighting

The expansion is a beneficial step in creating the EduKG; however, the expansion
can introduce even more noisy concepts in the graph [53]. To overcome this problem, the
concept-weighting strategy is used to weight the concepts in the graph. With this weighting
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strategy, concepts that are contextually and semantically similar to the learning materials
will have high weights as opposed to noisy concepts whose weights will be lower.

Manrique et al. [25] proposed a weighting strategy to solve the aforementioned
problem, based on three steps: (1) concept frequency: a TF-IDF-based weighting of the
concepts in the KG, which helps determine the importance of a concept to a particular
piece of learning material by penalizing concepts that appear often across multiple learning
materials; (2) category discount: this penalizes categories that are too broad and generic
in the hierarchy of the KG; and (3) related concept discount: this penalizes frequently
related concepts. This strategy, albeit effective as a weighting strategy, fails to consider the
context of the words and capture the semantic awareness from both the learning materials
and the concepts. Recently, word and sentence embedding techniques have garnered
increasing attention due to the impressive performance they have demonstrated across
a wide range of NLP-related scenarios. These techniques excel at capturing the semantic
meaning of words or documents and the contextual relationships between them, which
can be effectively used to extract meaningful data representations, gain a semantic and
relational understanding of the data, and measure semantic similarities between words or
documents [54,55]. For this reason, we propose another weighting strategy for the concepts
by leveraging the advantages of transformer models, particularly the SBERT model [15].
Our approach (wSBERT) works as follows.

4.5.1. Concept Weighting

The embedding of the content of the learning material emblmi
and the embedding of

the content of the concept (i.e., the text content of its Wikipedia article) embc are defined
using SBERT. To retrieve the Wikipedia article text, the Wikipedia API (https://pypi.org/
project/Wikipedia-API/, accessed on 1 August 2023 ) is used. Then, the weight of the
concept in the learning material is computed as the cosine similarity score between emblmi
and embc.

4.5.2. Related Concept Weighting

The embedding of the content of the learning material emblmi
and the embedding

of the content of the related concept (the text content of the Wikipedia article) embrel are
computed using SBERT. The weight of the related concept is the cosine similarity score
between emblmi

and embrel .

4.5.3. Category Weighting

The embedding of the content of the learning material emblmi
and the embedding of

the category name embcat are computed using SBERT. Wikipedia category pages are not
Wikipedia articles and, thus, do not have text content. Therefore, the name of the category
is used. The weight of the category is the cosine similarity score between emblmi

and embcat.
This will help determine the category’s importance in the learning material.

4.6. Knowledge Graph Storage

A graph database is highly suitable for storing the KG data since the concepts will
need to be stored with several properties. The constructed KG is stored in a Neo4j graph
database as follows:

• Each concept in the KG is stored as a node. The concept is attached to properties, such
as the name of the concept.

• A relationship of the type related_to is stored to connect two nodes, either a concept
from the identification module or a related concept from the expansion module.

• A relationship of the type belongs_to is stored to connect a node to a node of the type
category.

• The learning material is stored as a node.
• A relationship of the type contains is stored to connect the learning material to the

concepts.

https://pypi.org/project/Wikipedia-API/
https://pypi.org/project/Wikipedia-API/
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Figure 4 shows the illustration of the KG stored in a graph database. There are four
types of nodes to be observed: The learning material LM1, which contains a concept C1,
a related concept C2 and a category C3. Supposing that following the expansion and
weighting steps, concept C1 is found to be related to C2 and is categorized under C3 and,
thus, added to the KG, relationships of the type related_to and belongs_to are created between
C1 and C2, and between C1 and C3, respectively.

C1 C2

id: ...
name: ...
type: ...
uri: ...
mid: ...
weight: ...
type: concept
wikipedia: ...

related_to

id: ...
name: ...
type: ...
uri: ...
mid: ...
weight: ...
type: related_concept
wikipedia: ...

C3

id: ...
name: ...
type: ...
uri: ...
mid: ...
weight: ...
type: category
wikipedia: ...

belongs_to

LM1

contains

id: ...
name: ...

contains

contains

Figure 4. KG illustration in a graph database.

4.7. Knowledge Graph Visualization

The KG is visualized in CourseMapper by showing a button at the top of each learning
material, to make it easily accessible to users, as shown in Figure 5. With this button, users
are able to display or hide the KG interface. As illustrated in Figure 6, users are also able
to interact with the KG through selection and filtering actions, to only view specific parts
of the KG, based on their needs. Additionally, users can obtain more information on a
concept by selecting its node. Once the node is selected, the Wikipedia abstract of the
concept will appear on the right side of the KG interface. If needed, users can also see a
detailed description of the concept by clicking the “Read full article on Wikipedia” button
(see Figure 6).

Figure 5. Learning material with the KG button.
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Figure 6. Visualizing and interacting with a KG in CourseMapper.

5. Experimental Evaluation

Experiments are carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods
related to the keyphrase extraction and concept-weighting steps of the EduKG construc-
tion pipeline.

5.1. Keyphrase Extraction Evaluation

We compare the extraction accuracies and efficiencies of different keyphrase extraction
methods, such as statistical, graph-based, and embedding-based keyphrase extraction
methods. The embedding-based methods include the original SIFRank and SIFRankplus
methods based on ELMo [13], and our proposed keyphrase extraction methods, SIFRank
and SIFRankplus, based on SqueezeBERT for short and long documents, respectively.

5.1.1. Datasets

In order to conduct the experiments, three well-known benchmark datasets are used:
(1) Inspec [56], a document collection of 2000 scientific abstracts with sets of keyphrases iden-
tified by expert annotators, (2) SemEval2017 [57], a double annotated document collection
of 493 paragraphs extracted from 500 ScienceDirect journal articles, and (3) DUC2001 [58],
a collection of 308 news articles collected from TREC-9. Table 1 presents a summary of
the datasets.

Table 1. Summary of datasets.

Dataset Inspec SemEval2017 DUC2001

Type of Documents Abstracts Paragraph News
No. of Documents 500 493 308

Average Words 134.4 194.7 828.4
Average keyphrases 9.8 17.3 8.1

5.1.2. Baselines

The proposed keyphrase extraction methods (SIFRankSqueezeBERT and SIFRankplusSqueezeBERT)
are compared against different unsupervised keyphrase extraction methods on the selected
datasets. These methods include statistical-based methods (YAKE [59], RAKE [60], and
TF-IDF [61]), graph-based methods (MultiPartiteRank [62], TopicalPageRank [63], Topi-
cRank [64], PositionRank [65], SingleRank [66], TextRank [67]), embedding-based models
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(EmbedRank [68], SIFRank, and SIFRankplus [13]). EmbedRank is evaluated using sent2vec
(s2v) and doc2vec (d2v). The baselines generate candidate phrases using noun phrases.
The Python keyphrase extraction (PKE) (https://github.com/boudinfl/pke, accessed on
1 August 2023) is used to run the statistical-based models and the graph-based models.
EmbedRank (https://github.com/swisscom/ai-research-keyphrase-extraction, accessed
on 1 August 2023) and SIFRank (https://github.com/sunyilgdx/SIFRank, accessed on
1 August 2023) are used to produce the results of the embedding-based models on the
selected datasets.

5.1.3. Results and Analysis

We conducted experiments using the above-mentioned baseline models and the pro-
posed SIFRankSqueezeBERT and SIFRankplusSqueezeBERT methods on the introduced short
document datasets (Inspec and SemEval2017) and long document dataset (DUC2001), to
extract the top 5, 10, and 15 keyphrases. The metrics used for evaluation were precision,
recall, and F1-score. The results are presented in Table 2. Here, metrics are denoted as
percentage points and bold indicates the best metric.

Table 2. Evaluation results of keyphrase extraction methods. K is the number of keyphrases extracted
from a single document by the models.

K Method
Inspec SemEval2017 DUC2001

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

5

YAKE 22.48 11.44 15.16 25.15 7.27 11.28 - - -
RAKE 30.33 15.43 20.45 29.61 8.56 13.28 - - -
TFIDF 16.52 8.41 11.14 30.06 8.69 13.48 - - -

MultiPartiteRank 28.94 14.72 19.51 34.40 9.94 15.43 - - -
TopicalPageRank 32.96 16.77 22.23 35.74 10.33 16.03 - - -

TopicRank 28.66 14.57 19.32 33.95 9.81 15.23 - - -
PositionRank 31.98 16.27 21.56 35.82 10.35 16.06 - - -
SingleRank 31.52 16.04 21.26 34.04 9.84 15.26 - - -
TextRank 17.85 8.81 11.80 18.33 5.30 8.22 - - -

EmbedRankd2v 26.36 13.41 17.78 29.24 8.45 13.11 9.70 6.00 7.42
EmbedRanks2v 40.24 20.48 27.14 47.74 13.79 21.41 33.81 20.91 25.84
SIFRankELMo 43.20 21.99 29.14 48.64 14.06 21.81 31.79 19.67 24.30

SIFRankplusELMo 42.12 21.44 28.41 47.99 13.87 21.52 40.26 24.91 30.78
SIFRankSqueezeBERT 44.00 22.39 29.68 49.21 14.22 22.07 30.75 19.02 23.50

SIFRankplusSqueezeBERT - - - - - - 41.69 25.80 31.87

Improvement (%) 1.85 1.81 1.85 1.17 1.14 1.19 3.51 3.57 3.54

10

YAKE 18.00 18.32 18.16 22.74 13.14 16.66 - - -
RAKE 27.60 27.89 27.74 28.42 16.43 20.82 - - -
TFIDF 14.62 14.88 14.75 24.16 13.96 17.70 - - -

MultiPartiteRank 24.19 24.28 24.24 29.00 16.75 21.24 - - -
TopicalPageRank 29.60 29.86 29.73 33.04 19.10 24.21 - - -

TopicRank 24.09 23.92 24.00 27.41 15.84 20.08 - - -
PositionRank 27.45 27.62 27.54 31.87 18.42 23.34 - - -
SingleRank 28.77 29.11 28.94 32.45 18.76 23.77 - - -
TextRank 14.81 12.70 13.68 17.31 9.72 12.45 - - -

EmbedRankd2v 24.90 25.02 24.96 27.44 15.86 20.10 8.91 11.00 9.85
EmbedRanks2v 34.96 35.09 35.03 42.88 24.78 31.41 28.05 34.62 30.99
SIFRankELMo 38.63 38.84 38.73 43.45 25.11 31.83 24.97 30.83 27.60

SIFRankplusELMo 36.44 36.64 36.54 42.49 24.56 31.13 30.20 37.28 33.37
SIFRankSqueezeBERT 39.36 39.58 39.47 43.73 25.28 32.04 26.04 32.16 28.78

SIFRankplusSqueezeBERT - - - - - - 31.79 39.26 35.13

https://github.com/boudinfl/pke
https://github.com/swisscom/ai-research-keyphrase-extraction
https://github.com/sunyilgdx/SIFRank
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Table 2. Cont.

K Method
Inspec SemEval2017 DUC2001

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Improvement (%) 1.89 1.9 1.91 0.64 0.67 0.65 5.26 5.31 5.27

15

YAKE 16.10 24.59 19.46 21.73 18.84 20.18 - - -
RAKE 24.34 36.20 29.11 25.79 22.35 23.94 - - -
TFIDF 13.88 21.19 16.77 20.76 18.00 19.28 - - -

MultiPartiteRank 22.16 32.14 26.23 25.95 22.45 24.07 - - -
TopicalPageRank 26.65 39.15 31.71 30.52 26.44 28.33 - - -

TopicRank 21.49 30.09 25.08 24.02 20.68 22.23 - - -
PositionRank 24.31 35.50 28.86 29.12 25.21 27.02 - - -
SingleRank 25.71 38.05 30.69 29.84 25.85 27.70 - - -
TextRank 13.00 13.64 13.31 15.80 12.05 13.68 - - -

EmbedRankd2v 23.58 34.30 27.95 26.90 23.28 24.96 8.31 15.31 10.77
EmbedRanks2v 31.70 45.98 37.53 38.43 33.26 35.66 24.12 44.45 31.27
SIFRankELMo 33.49 48.76 39.71 39.14 33.88 36.32 21.56 39.74 27.95

SIFRankplusELMo 32.64 47.52 38.70 38.61 33.43 35.83 24.86 45.83 32.24
SIFRankSqueezeBERT 34.06 49.59 40.38 39.78 34.43 36.91 23.06 42.52 29.91

SIFRankplusSqueezeBERT - - - - - - 26.91 49.62 34.90

Improvement (%) 1.7 1.7 1.68 1.63 1.62 1.63 8.24 8.26 8.25

These methods include statistical-based methods (YAKE [13], RAKE [44], and TF-
IDF [46]), graph-based methods (MultiPartiteRank [11], TopicalPageRank [28], TopicRank [12],
PositionRank [22], SingleRank [52], and TextRank [35]), and embedding-based models (Em-
bedRank [8], SIFRank, and SIFRankplus.

The results show that embedding-based models (EmbedRank, SIFRank, SIFRankplus)
perform better than statistical-based (YAKE, RAKE, TF-IDF) and graph-based models
(MultiPartiteRank, TopicalPageRank, TopicRank, PositionRank, SingleRank, TextRank) in
all datasets.

Our proposed SIFRankSqueezeBERT and SIFRankplusSqueezeBERT methods (marked in
bold in Table 2) consistently yield the best performances compared with other baseline mod-
els in short document datasets (Inspec and SemEval2017) and the long document dataset
(DUC2001), respectively. In particular, SIFRankPlusSqueezeBERT demonstrates improvement
over the strongest baseline SIFRankplusELMo (underlined in Table 2) w.r.t precision by
3.51%, recall by 3.57%, and F1-score by 3.54% when extracting 5 keyphrases. When extract-
ing 10 keyphrases, the improvements are 5.26% w.r.t precision, 5.31% w.r.t recall, and 5.27%
w.r.t the F1-score. Lastly, SIFRankPlusSqueezeBERT demonstrates improvement over the
strongest baseline SIFRankplusELMo w.r.t precision by 8.24%, recall by 8.26%, and F1-score
by 8.25% when extracting 15 keyphrases. This indicates that using SIFRank combined with
SqueezeBERT allows for better and more accurate extraction of keyphrases from documents
in comparison to SIFRank based on ELMo.

Referring to the execution time, SIFRank with SqueezeBERT is 6x faster than SIFRank
with ELMo at extracting the keyphrases from the Inspec dataset, 4x faster at extracting
keyphrases from the SemEval2017 dataset, and almost 3x faster at extracting from the
DUC2001 dataset. This shows that ELMo, which is an LSTM language model, is slower
than SqueezeBERT.

Furthermore, we conducted experiments to evaluate the performances of different
layers of SqueezeBERT. SqueezeBERT originally had 12 layers, and the experiments aimed
to find the layers that performed best on the keyphrase extraction task. The experiment was
performed by activating and deactivating certain layers of SqueezeBERT each time before
computing the word embeddings of the texts. The results of the experiments are shown in
Table 3. To save space, we only present a few results in the table. The layers are referred
to as ALL (all layers are utilized for word embeddings, and the resultant embeddings
are derived from the averaged output of all 12 layers), LX (e.g., L0 represents the first
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layer) and LX_Y, i.e., the word embeddings are the average of the output of the X and Y
layers. The results indicate that out of all 12 layers, layers 3 and 5 combined delivered
the best performance results (marked bold in the table) on short documents (Inspec and
SemEval2017 datasets). When layers 3 and 5 were used individually, the performance
deteriorated as they were not capable of efficiently capturing the semantic context of the
words. In long documents (DUC2001 dataset), layers 0 and 1 outperformed other layers
(marked bold in the table). These layers combined can efficiently capture the contextual
features of words in long documents.

Table 3. Performance evaluation of SqueezeBERT layers on different datasets.

K Method Layers
Inspec SemEval2017 DUC2001

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

5 SIFRank−
SqueezeBERT

ALL 43.16 21.97 29.11 48.23 13.94 21.63 - - -
L3 43.0 21.88 29.00 49.13 14.20 22.03 - - -

L3_5 44.0 22.39 29.68 49.21 14.22 22.06 - - -

5 SIFRankplus−
SqueezeBERT

L0 - - - - - - 41.17 25.47 31.47
L1 - - - - - - 39.93 24.70 30.52

L0_1 - - - - - - 41.69 25.79 31.87

5.2. Concept-Weighting Evaluation

The experimental evaluation of the concept-weighting step is presented to show the
performance of our proposed SBERT-based concept-weighting method, referred to as
wSBERT (see Section 4.5), as compared to the baselines.

5.2.1. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the proposed concept-weighting method against the baselines, we use the
DBpedia 2016-10 release version, which is one of the most used KG for NLP research. We
further use DBpedia Spotlight in the concept identification step to annotate the keyphrases.
The EduKG constructed in this research is to be applied in CourseMapper, which is a MOOC
platform. Therefore, the CCI dataset (https://github.com/Ruframapi/CCI, accessed on 1
August 2023) is used as the evaluation dataset. It consists of 96 video transcripts of learning
resources extracted from Coursera (https://www.coursera.org/, accessed on 1 August
2023) in the area of programming fundamentals. For all learning resources, the dataset
contains the core concepts, which were annotated by seven experts [25]. In the keyphrase
extraction step, the top 15 keyphrases are extracted from the learning resources. The same
evaluation metrics used to evaluate the keyphrase extractions, i.e., precision, recall, and
F1-score, are used to determine the accuracies of the top k ranked concepts.

5.2.2. Baselines

Several weighting strategies are used as baselines to compare the accuracy of our
proposed wSBERT concept-weighting method. The first strategy, referred to as wc f , uses
simple term frequency (TF) to weight the concepts [69]. The second strategy, referred to as
wc f−id f , involves the enhancement of the TF-based strategy by adding inverse document
frequency (IDF) with a discount for expanded concepts, as proposed by Manrique et al. [25].
The other strategies use centrality measures [70], such as (1) degree centrality (DE): the
weight of a node (concept or related concept or category), c, is the number of nodes
connected to c divided by the total number of nodes in the KGl; (2) betweenness centrality
(BET): the weight of a node, c, is the fraction of the shortest paths between all possible node
pairs that pass through c; (3) PageRank (PR): it ranks the importance of nodes in the KG;
PR estimates that a node ranks high if the sum of the ranks of its backlinks is high. The
weight of a node, c, is the PR score.

https://github.com/Ruframapi/CCI
https://www.coursera.org/
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5.2.3. Results and Analysis

Figure 7 shows the distribution of concepts in the CCI dataset when we map the
experts’ annotated concepts to the concepts, related concepts, and categories identified
by our approach. Most of the concepts annotated by the experts are related concepts
(183). None of the annotated concepts in the dataset is of the category type; 98 concepts
(unknown concepts) annotated by the experts have not been identified after our concept
identification and expansion steps. Based on the results obtained during the experiments
for the top 3, 5, and 10 ranked concepts, it is observed that our strategy wSBERT (marked
in bold in Table 4) is more precise than the other strategies, as the precision for all top
k-ranked concepts is higher (see Table 4, without harmonic mean). In particular, for the
top 10 ranked concepts, wSBERT demonstrates improvement over the strongest baselines
(underlined in Table 4) w.r.t precision by 17.8% and w.r.t the F1-score by 14.5%. This shows
that wSBERT is the better strategy for selecting a high number of concepts. Despite the
higher precision of our strategy, wSBERT , PR shows better recall and an F1-score for the
top three and top five ranked concepts. This can be explained by the fact that during the
annotation of concepts, the experts focused more on the diversity of the concepts in the
learning resource collection. Another explanation for these results is that, while in our
approach, concepts were identified from only the top 15 keyphrases extracted from the
learning resource, Manrique et al. [25] did not use an intermediate keyphrase extraction
module in their experiments but directly fed the learning resource content to the DBpedia
Spotlight, which resulted in a higher count of identified concepts.

Table 4. Evaluation results of concept-weighting techniques for the top k-ranked concepts.

K Method
Without Harmonic Mean With Harmonic Mean

P R F1 P R F1

wc f 23.6 20.5 21.9 23.6 20.5 21.9
wc f−id f 24.2 25.4 24.8 24.2 25.4 24.8

3 DE 18.5 17.1 17.8 18.5 17.1 17.8
BET 19.4 20.3 19.8 19.4 20.3 19.8
PR 23.9 30.1 26.6 23.9 30.1 26.6

wSBERT(Ours) 24.3 20.7 22.3 23.9 20.3 22.0

Improvement (%) 0.4 - - - - -

wc f 17.9 25.7 21.1 17.9 25.7 21.1
wc f−id f 19.2 27.2 22.5 19.2 27.2 22.5

5 DE 14.9 20.1 17.1 14.9 20.1 17.1
BET 16.7 26.3 20.4 16.7 26.3 20.4
PR 18.7 35.1 24.4 18.7 35.1 24.4

wSBERT(Ours) 20.0 28.3 23.4 21.3 30.2 25.0

Improvement (%) 4.1 - - 11 - 2.5

wc f 11.4 32.7 16.8 11.4 32.7 16.8
wc f−id f 11.8 37.3 17.9 11.8 37.3 17.9

10 DE 8.5 28.1 13.1 08.5 28.1 13.1
BET 9.6 33.2 14.9 09.6 33.2 14.9
PR 11.6 39.7 18.0 11.6 39.7 18.0

wSBERT(Ours) 13.9 39.5 20.6 14.0 39.8 20.7

Improvement (%) 17.8 - 14.5 18.6 0.25 15

Recognizing the benefits of incorporating context to enhance the accuracy of the
generated concepts, we further leverage the contextual score assigned by DBpedia Spotlight,
obtained as a result of the concept identification step (see Section 4.3), to increase the
weights of the identified concepts. The contextual score considers the surrounding context
of the text. It is calculated for each potential entity, based on various factors. These
include the frequency of the entity in the DBpedia knowledge base, the context in which
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it appears in the text, and the co-occurrence of other words in the text that are related
to the entity [51]. We modify the weights of the concepts in the learning material to the
harmonic mean of the similarity score between the learning material and the concept,
and the contextual score assigned by DBpedia Spotlight, as defined in Equation 1. The
weights of the related concepts and the categories remain the same as described earlier.
This resulted in an enhancement of the F1-score for the selection of the top 5 and top 10
ranked concepts utilizing the wSBERT strategy (see Table 4, with harmonic mean). For
the top three ranked concepts, the PR strategy remains the best strategy followed by the
wc f−id f strategy. Overall, our evaluation results show that wSBERT with the harmonic mean
is the best-performing concept-weighting strategy when extracting five or more concepts
in learning materials.

w(lmi, c) =
2 × contextualScore(c)× cos(embc, emblmi

)

contextualScore(c) + cos(embc, emblmi
)

(1)

Figure 7. Annotated concept distribution in the CCI dataset, mapped to our results.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we aimed to answer the research question “How to leverage knowledge
bases and word/sentence embedding techniques to automatically construct an Educational
Knowledge Graph (EduKG) based on the concepts extracted from learning materials?”.
To answer this, we proposed a pipeline for the automatic construction of EduKGs, in an
unsupervised manner, relying on state-of-the-art word and sentence embedding techniques.
Furthermore, we conducted extensive experiments on different datasets, demonstrating
significant accuracy and efficient improvements over several state-of-the-art keyphrase
extraction and concept-weighting strategies. Our evaluation results confirm that word and
sentence embeddings provide a simple, yet powerful method to effectively and efficiently
construct EduKGs in an automatic manner. As part of future research, we will aim to
extensively evaluate the accuracies of the constructed EduKGs with CourseMapper users.
Moreover, we plan to follow a human-in-the-loop approach to improve the quality of
the automatically constructed EduKGs. Furthermore, we plan to utilize the constructed
EduKGs for learning materials in CourseMapper to recommend personalized learning
resources (e.g., YouTube videos and Wikipedia articles), as well as related concepts, based
on the learners’ current knowledge state.
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